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   What does virtual dubbing prevent; is probably a worthwhile question; it is also perhaps even more 

worthwhile to consider what does virtual dubbing, catch. 

 

 First of all, what is virtual dubbing. (I don’t know you figure it out)  

 

What if you were virtually dubbed out … so that, … you could rest while you were especially deployed 

outside during rest hours … and somebody walked by; not being able to see you; in even a semi-hidden 

spot; semi-hidden spots …  and trampled on exactly where you were resting and these tramplers were 

either in “uniform” now or later … and what if especially this took place more than once and in more 

than one location.  

 

How did they get there? Are they superior psychics; or is it rather something like paranormal theft such 

as death through unjust homicide, yours: 

-I’m not saying you are dead; but you may  be and not have realized in the fragment of your mind prior 

to death; that prior fragment inculcating you to new actions past your death but limited in fact that you 

think and are directed by the fact that you are still alive.  So you should verify if you qualify as this 

version of death; and other versions of death that are not unjust homicide; such as holy living death or 

whatever that could mean; are at least worthy of knowing about in even regular evidence; like if you 

level of trauma at has reached certain incidence are you automatically qualified as living or like holy 

dead;  these versions of other than unjust I should say completed homicide; but (they) are Less relevant 

in this system of  

Trespassing.  
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-next: are you having a harder time than perceivable and despite putting in the work to have a less 

difficult time, people might point you to jesus; or you can just access new Jesus; which is evidence; if 

such “folks” are trampling on your exact place of being i.e. your body and head; even as you are dubbed 

out from their vision:  
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They are quite obviously living off of the entropy of your body+head i.e. you that produces through uh, 

stealing from what you have produced even will produce. How does this happen: … in the case of this 

video, … [where is the video] the lady doing the trampling claims that she and possibly her daughter  

 

theme: no, really; where is the video? I’m referring to.  

theme music citation: moby in my heart  

 

The Real Metaphysical through Criminology  

are almost like homeless after I reveal that the cited: [who] is deployed as homeless;  

Even if she were almost like homeless; that doesn’t stop her from trampling on people’s exact rest-spots 

who are such deployed to uh Reconcile the Societal and International Societal Issue of Homelessness; 

even as she can’t see them in their spots.  

She seems to; aware of the fact; that my work pays for her way of living; and while she tramples on the 

deployed’s bodies as though this is her freedom in theft; the problem is that this is not part of the deal 

in unholy terrorist negotiation; if my work pays for your way; and even if you lie about it; you have to do 

what I say … because like that’s just the way it is.  

In basic cognitions; why she wouldn’t qualify as regularly homeless is because of her attitude of 

stomping on demarcated though virtually dubbed out bodies of those that are deployed as such; in the 

basic cognition; her definition of homeless might instead mean using housing like resources that belong 

to others and are paid by my work; and others like me’s work; for example: those that are virtually 

dubbed out nearby.  

 

God! I’m tired.  
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